Ideal spotter chart
red spot
(Rs)

orange spot
(Os)

yellow spot
(Ys)

*

green spot
(Gs)

blue spot
(Bs)

adhesive
biro
blood
chocolate
coffee
cosmetics
crayon
cream
egg
fruit & juices
grass
gravy
grease
ice cream
ice lollies
ink
jelly
lacquer
liqueur
lipstick
make-up
mayonnaise
milk
mineral water
mud
mustard
nail polish
nail varnish
oil
ointment
paint
perfume
perspiration
resin
rubber cement
salad dressing
sauce
shoe polish
tar
tea
tomato juice
urine
wax
wine
vomit

*

rust remover
(Rr)
Apply prior to
wet washing or
dry cleaning for
effective removal
of rust stains.

ashore
spotbuster
A spray on prespotter
for water based
stains. Always leave
to dry completely
prior to cleaning.
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Have you tried the rest
of the ashore range:
prespotters, detergents
and finishing agents.
Made in the UK.

All spotters are suitable for use in dry cleaning and wet cleaning but always ensure that green spot is flushed prior to wet cleaning.

www.idealmanufacturing.com

• Ideal has formulated a complete spectrum of spotters to
tackle a diverse range of modern problem stains.
• O
 ther stains require specialist treatment to remove them,
in the form of spotting chemicals.
• D
 ry cleaning solvents dissolve and remove grease and oil
stains. Water by itself can’t do this.
• T he dry cleaning process doesn’t wet the fibres, and these
problems are less likely to occur.
• W
 hen conventionally washed in water, natural fibres (such
as wool and silk) can shrink, distort and lose colour.
• It’s called dry cleaning because the process contains little
or no water.
• D
 ry cleaning is the use of organic solvents to remove soil
and stains from fabrics.

with fold-out spotter wall chart
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Ideal

some facts about dry cleaning
& spotter chemicals...

Take a look at the Ideal periodic
table of laundry, featuring every
chemical element for professional
laundry and textile care.
We are specialists in commercial laundry
chemicals, and we think our comprehensive
range is impossible to beat.
A family-run, British, independent company based in
beautiful Northamptonshire. We’ve been formulating and
manufacturing innovative, bespoke chemical solutions for
the professional laundry industry since 1980. Our products
include laundry liquids, powders, emulsifiers, starches,
boosters, bleaches, dry cleaning detergents, wet cleaning
chemicals, spotters and carpet care products.

we are Ideal

Ideal
Ideal Manufacturing Ltd.
Atlas House, Burton Road, Finedon,
Northants, NN9 5HX
T 01933 681 616 F 01933 681 042
Follow us on Twitter @IdealManLtd

Certificate Number 386
ISO 9001

www.idealmanufacturing.com
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Kostas Papadopoulos, Dry Cleaning
Expert, Athens

“Ideal have created all the
products I need to tackle even
the toughest stains...”

Individual Ideal spotter chemicals are
available in convenient 250ml applicator
bottles. Refills are available in 5 litre drums.

Just apply Ideal spotters directly to the stain,
work with a bone or brush and dry clean
as normal.

Ready to use straight
from the bottle
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Best practice when
using spotters

Dyestuffs can often display poor
fastness to chemical spotting, so
we recommend that seam tests
are always carried out before
application.

It’s always better to dry-clean as
soon as possible after application.

You should only pre-spot garments
in time for the next load.

“The new Ideal spotters
are great! I’m really
happy with them.”
Pauline, Dry Cleaning Manager,
AAA Linen Services

Wish you wash here?

detergency services

call 01933 681 616

We don’t just make spotters. Why not take a look at our impressive periodic table
of laundry chemicals, which now includes Ashore dry cleaning, Ahoy wet cleaning
and carpet care products.
www.idealmanufacturing.com
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